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The filtering equations revisited
Thomas Cass∗ Martin Clark† Dan Crisan‡
Abstract
The problem of nonlinear filtering has engendered a surprising number of mathematical tech-
niques for its treatment. A notable example is the change-of–probability-measure method intro-
duced by Kallianpur and Striebel to derive the filtering equations and the Bayes-like formula that
bears their names. More recent work, however, has generally preferred other methods. In this
paper, we reconsider the change-of-measure approach to the derivation of the filtering equations
and show that many of the technical conditions present in previous work can be relaxed. The
filtering equations are established for general Markov signal processes that can be described by a
martingale-problem formulation. Two specific applications are treated.
Keywords: Measure Valued Processes; Non-Linear Filtering, Kallianpur-Striebel Formula,
Change of Probability Measure Method, Kazamaki criterion.
1 Introduction
The aim of nonlinear filtering is to estimate an evolving dynamical system, customarily modelled by
a stochastic process and called the signal process. The signal process cannot be measured directly,
but only via a related process, termed the observation process. The filtering problem consists in
computing the conditional distribution of the signal at the current time given the observation data
accumulated up to that time. In order to describe the contribution of the paper, we start with a few
historical comments on the subject.
The development of the modern theory of nonlinear filtering started in the sixties with the pub-
lications of Stratonovich [35, 36], Kushner [14, 15] and Shiryaev [33] for diffusions and Wonham for
pure-jump Markov processes [38]; these introduced the basic form of the class of stochastic differen-
tial equations for the conditional distributions of partially observed Markov processes, which are now
known generically as the filtering equation. This class of equations has inspired authors to introduce
a rich variety of mathematical techniques to justify their structure, together with that of their un-
normalized form, the Zakai (or Duncan-Mortensen-Zakai) equation, [9, 23, 41], and to establish the
existence, uniqueness and regularity of their solutions. A description of much of the work on this
equation and its generalizations can be found in [13] for papers before 1980, in [16, 17] for papers
before 2000 and in [2, 6, 39] for more recent work.
For instance, Fujisaki, Kallianpur and Kunita [10] exploited a stochastic-integral representation
theorem in order to enable them to express conditional distributions as functionals of an “innovations”
martingale (a concept introduced in the Gaussian case by Kailath [20]). Krylov, Rozovsky, Pardoux
[18, 19, 24], Chapter 6 in [6] and other authors developed a general theory of stochastic partial
differential equations that led to a direct ‘PDE’ approach to the filtering equations, but there are
many other approaches For example, see the work of Grigelionis and Mikulevicius on filtering for
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signal and observation processes with jumps [4, Chapter 4] and that of Kurtz and Nappo on the
filtered martingale problem [4 Chapter 5].
In parallel with the above developments, Snyder [34], Bre´maud [3] and van Schuppen [28] have
initiated the study of the filtering problem for observations of counting process type. A large number
of papers have been written on this class of filtering problems. Some of the early contributors to
this topic include Boel, Davis, Segal, Varaiya, Willems and Wong, see [31, 7, 32, 29, 37, 30]. Also,
Grigelionis [11] looked at filtering problems with common jumps of the unobserved state process and
of the observations. For further developments in this directions see [4 Chapter 10].
A probabilistic approach, initially considered formally by Bucy [4], but developed in detail by
Kallianpur and Striebel [21, 22], made use of a functional form of Bayes formula for processes, now
known as the Kallianpur-Striebel formula. This technique, which is based on a change of probability
measure that makes, at each time, the future observation process independent of past processes, is
effective for filtering problems in which the observation process is of the “signal plus white noise”
variety, where the signal is independent of the noise process, but less so for the “correlated case”;
that is, for problems in which observed and unobserved components are coupled via a common noise
process. For this reason, among probabilistic methods, the “innovations” approach is often preferred
to the “change of measure” method. The awkwardness in its application results from the fact that an
exponential local martingale, constructed via Girsanov’s theorem as a process of potential densities,
has to be verified as a true martingale, and this is generally requires ad hoc techniques peculiar to the
particular filtering problem being considered.
In this paper we re-visit the change-of-measure method and show that it can be used to derive
the filtering equations for a broad class of Markov processes with coupled observed and unobserved
components. This class includes diffusions with jumps obeying only mild linear growth conditions on
their characteristic coefficients. Propositions are also presented that serve to test whether the filtering
equations are derivable by the change-of-measure method for a particular filtering problem.
2 The Filtering Framework
Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space together with a filtration (Ft)t≥0 which satisfies the usual condi-
tions1. On (Ω,F ,P) we consider an Ft-adapted process X¯ with ca`dla`g paths. The process X¯ consists
in a pair of processes X and Y , X¯ = (X,Y ). The process X is called the signal process and is assumed
to take values in a complete separable metric space S (the state space). The process Y is assumed to
take values in Rm and is called the observation process.
Let B(S× Rm) be the associated product Borel σ-algebra on S× Rm and bB(S× Rm) be the
space of bounded B(S× Rm)-measurable functions. Let A : bB(S× Rm) → bB(S× Rm) and write
D(A) ⊆ bB(S× Rm) for the domain of A. We assume that 1 ∈ D(A) and A1 = 0. In the following
we will assume that the distribution of X0 is pi0 ∈ P(S) and that Y0 = 0. Since Y0 = 0, the
initial distribution of X , is identical with the conditional distribution of X0 given Y0 and we use the
same notation for both. Further we will assume that X¯ is a solution of the martingale problem for
(A, pi0 × δ0). In other words, we assume that the process Mϕ = {Mϕt , t ≥ 0} defined as
Mϕt = ϕ(X¯t)− ϕ(X¯0)−
∫ t
0
Aϕ(X¯s)ds, t ≥ 0, (1)
is an Ft-adapted martingale for any ϕ ∈ D(A). In addition, let h = (hi)mi=1 : S→ Rm be a measurable
1The probability space (Ω,F ,P) together with the filtration (Ft)t≥0 satisfies the usual conditions provided: a. F is
complete i.e. A ⊂ B, B ∈ F and P(B) = 0 implies that A ∈ F and P(A) = 0, b. The filtration Ft is right continuous
i.e. Ft = Ft+. c. F0 (and consequently all Ft for t ≥ 0) contains all the P-null sets.
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function such that
P
(∫ t
0
∣∣hi(X¯s)∣∣2 ds <∞) = 1. (2)
for all t ≥ 0. Let W be a standard Ft-adapted m-dimensional Brownian motion defined on (Ω,F ,P).
We will assume that Y satisfies the following evolution equation
Yt =
∫ t
0
h(X¯s) ds+Wt. (3)
To complete the description we need to identify the covariation process between Mϕ = {Mϕt , t ≥ 0}
and W . For this we introduce m operators Bi : bB(S× Rm)→ bB(S× Rm), i = 1, ...,m with D(A) ⊆
D(Bi) ⊆ bB(S× Rm). We assume that 1 ∈ D(A) and A1 = 0. We will assume that,
〈
Mϕ,W i
〉
t
=
∫ t
0
Biϕ
(
X¯s
)
ds+
∫ t
0
∂ϕ
∂yi
(
X¯s
)
ds, (4)
for any t ≥ 0 and for test functions ϕ both in the domain of A and with bounded partial derivatives
in the y direction. In particular, for functions that are constant in the second component, then we
have
〈Mϕ,W 〉t =
∫ t
0
Biϕ (Xs, Ys) ds. (5)
Let {Yt, t ≥ 0} be the usual augmentation of the filtration associated with the process Y , viz
Yt =
⋂
ε>0
σ(Ys, s ∈ [0, t+ ε]) ∨ N , Y =
∨
t∈R+
Yt. (6)
where N is that class of all P-null sets. Note that Yt is Ft-adapted, hence Yt ⊂ Ft. In the following
we will assume that Yt is a right continuous filtration.
Definition 1 The filtering problem consists in determining the conditional distribution pit of the signal
X at time t given the information accumulated from observing Y in the interval [0, t]; that is, for
ϕ ∈ bB(S), computing
pit(ϕ) = E[ϕ(Xt) | Yt]. (7)
There exists a suitable regularisation of the process pi = {pit, t ≥ 0}, so that pit is an optional Yt-
adapted probability measure-valued process for which (7) holds almost surely2. In addition, since Yt
is right-continuous, it follows that pi has a cadlag version (see Corollary 2.26 in [2]). In the following,
we take pi to be this version.
In the following we deduce the evolution equation for pi. A new measure is constructed under which
Y becomes a Brownian motion and pi has a representation in terms of an associated unnormalised
version ρ. This ρ is then shown to satisfy a linear evolution equation which leads to the evolution
equation for pi by an application of Itoˆ’s formula.
2.1 Preliminary Results
Definition 2 We define H1 (P) to be the set of ca`dla`g real-valued Ft-martingales M = {Mt, t ≥ 0}
such that the associated process M∗ = {M∗t , t ≥ 0} defined as M∗t := sup0≤s≤t |Ms| for t ≥ 0 is a
submartingale. In particular, E [Mt] <∞. for any t ≥ 0.
2See Theorem 2.1 in [2].
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Remark 3 H1 (P) together with the distance function
d (M,N) :=
∞∑
n=1
1
2n
min
(
E
[
(M −N)∗n
]
, 1
)
is a Fre´chet space with translation invariant metric. Suppose (Wt)t≥0 is an R
d−valued Brownian
motion and H = (Hi)di=1 is an Ft-adapted measurable Rd-valued process such that
P
(∫ t
0
|Hs|2 ds <∞
)
= 1. (8)
Define Z = (Zt)t≥0 to be the exponential local martingale
3
Zt = exp
(∫ t
0
H⊤s dWs −
1
2
∫ t
0
|Hs|2 ds
)
,
where
∫ t
0
H⊤s dWs :=
∑d
i=1
∫ t
0
HisdW
i
s .
Lemma 4 (The Z logZ lemma) For any t ≥ 0 we have
sup
τ∈Tt
E [Zτ logZτ ] =
1
2
E
[∫ t
0
Zs |Hs|2 ds
]
∈ [0,∞] , (9)
where Tt is the set of (Ft)-stopping times bounded by t. If furthermore the terms in (9) are finite,
then they are both equal to E [Zt logZt] . We also have
E [Z∗t ] ≤
e + 1
e − 1 +
e
2 (e− 1)E
[∫ t
0
Zs |Hs|2 ds
]
∈ [0,∞] . (10)
As an immediate consequence of this lemma we have
Corollary 5 If the terms in (9) are finite,then (Zt)t≥0 is a genuine martingale, uniformly integrable
over any finite interval [0, t], that belongs to H1 (P) .
Remark 6 The first part of this corollary – that Z is a martingale if the terms in (9) are finite
– is not new. At the time of going to press J. Ruf brought to the authors’ attention that it is a
consequence of the either of two more general results: see Theorem 1 and Corollary 5 in [27]. The
additional generality these results is in fact unnecessary for us. Since the governing considerations
of our presentation are those of economy and self-sufficiency, we include a short proof of our result
below.
Proof. Let Lt := Zt logZt for t ≥ 0. If we assume that supτ∈Tt E [Lτ ] is finite, then for all K ≥ e
sup
τ∈Tt
E
[|Zτ | 1{|Zτ |≥K}] ≤ sup
τ∈Tt
E
[|Zτ | logZτ1{|Zτ |≥K}]
logK
≤ 1
logK
(
sup
τ∈Tt
E [Lτ ] + e
−1
)
the right hand side of which tends to zero as K →∞. Hence the family random variables
{Zτ : τ ∈ Tt}
3Here and later if a = (ai)
d
i=1
∈ Rd, then |a|2 =
∑
d
i=1
a2
i
. Hence, for example, in the expression for Z from∫
t
0
|Hs|
2 ds =
∑
d
i=1
∫
t
0
(
His
)2
ds
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is uniformly integrable. Z is thus a martingale over [0, t] and L, by Jensen’s inequality, is a submartingale.
Using P (0 < Zt <∞, for all t <∞) = 1 we have from Itoˆ’s formula that
Lt =
∫ t
0
(1 + logZs)ZsH
⊤
s dWs︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=Mt
+
1
2
∫ t
0
Zs |Hs|2 ds︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=At
,
M is a local martingale, hence the stopped process Mσn· :=M·∧σn is a martingale for some localising
sequence 0 ≤ σn ≤ σn+1 ↑ ∞ as n→∞. For any τ ∈ Tt we obtain
E [Lσnτ ] = E [A
σn
τ ] ≤ E [Lτ ] ≤ E [Lt] .
Then, using Fatou’s lemma4 and the monotone convergence theorem, we have
E [Lτ ] ≤ lim inf
n→∞
E [Lσnτ ] = lim infn→∞
E [Aσnτ ] = E [Aτ ] ≤ E [Lτ ] ≤ E [Lt] .
Finally taking the supremum over τ ∈ Tt yields
E [Lt] ≤ sup
τ∈Tt
E [Lτ ] ≤ sup
τ∈Tt
E [Aτ ] ≤ E [At] ≤ sup
τ∈Tt
E [Lτ ] ≤ E [Lt] .
and the equality (9) holds in this case. If instead we know that E [At] < ∞, then by defining the
sequence of stopping times (τn)
∞
n=1 , 0 ≤ τn ≤ τn+1 by
τn = inf
{
t ≥ 0 : |Zt| = 1
n
or |Zt| = n
}
we have
E
[
M2t∧τn
]
= E
[∫ t∧τn
0
(1 + logZs)
2
Z2s |Hs|2 ds
]
≤ 2n2 (1 + logn)2 E [At] <∞.
From this we deduce that the stopped process M τn· := M·∧τn is a square-integrable martingale over
[0, t] . Combining this with the fact that At∧τn ≤ At yields
E [Lτ∧τn ] = E [Aτ∧τn ] ≤ E [At]
for any τ ∈ Tt. We notice that τn ↑ ∞ , and hence Zt∧τn → Zt a.s. as n→∞. Then applying Fatou’s
lemma and taking the supremum over all τ ∈ Tt then gives that supτ∈Tt E [Lτ ] ≤ E [At] < ∞. The
equality
E [Lt] = E [At] = sup
τ∈Tt
E [Lτ ] ∈ [0,∞)
then follows from the first part of the proof. It is clear from the argument that At is not integrable if
and only if supτ∈Tt E [Lτ ] =∞.
Turning attention to (10), we observe that the stopped process Lτn is a bounded submartingale,
with a bounded martingale part given by M τn . Hence, by a modification of a standard maximal
inequality (see page 52 in [25]), we deduce that
E
[
(Zτn)
∗
t
] ≤ e + 1
e − 1 +
e
e − 1E [Lt∧τn ]
≤ e + 1
e − 1 +
e
e − 1E [At∧τn ] .
The proof is finished by an application of the monotone convergence theorem.
4Which we may do since L is bounded from below by −e−1.
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Remark 7 (A comparison with Kazamaki’s criterion) The criterion of finite transformed av-
erage energy:
E
[∫ t
0
Zs |Hs|2 ds
]
<∞, (11)
turns out to be a criterion for Z to be a martingale that is independent of Kazamaki’s criterion – and
therefore of Novikov’s criterion – in the sense that one is sometimes applicable when the other is not.
We give two examples to illustrate this. First, we can make use of a simple example introduced
in Revuz and Yor [25] (page 366, Exercise 2.10.40) in which Kazamaki’s criterion fails. Let W be
a scalar Brownian motion with W0 = 0 and set Ht = αWt for some α > 0. Recall that Kazamaki’s
criterion is that exp
(
1
2
∫ ·
0
HTs dWs
)
should be a submartinagle. But, as Revuz and Yor point out,
Z· = exp
(
α
∫ ·
0 WsdWs − α
2
2
∫ ·
0 W
2
s ds
)
is a true martingale on [0,∞) for all α, but exp
(
α
2
∫ t
0 WsdWs
)
ceases to be a submartingale for t ≥ α−1. However, under the transformed probability measure P˜,
defined on the σ-ring ∪t≥0Ft by
dP˜
dP
∣∣∣∣∣
Ft
= Zt,
W is turned into a Gaussian semimartingale satisfying
Wt =
∫ t
0
αWsds+Bt
for some
(
{Ft}t≥0 , P˜
)
Brownian motion B. But W can also be expressed as
Wt =
∫ t
0
eα(t−s)dBs
and then it is straightforward to show that for all t ≥ 0
E
[∫ t
0
ZsH
2
sds
]
= E˜
[
α2
∫ t
0
W 2s ds
]
=
1
4
(
e2αt − 2αt− 1) .
Hence the transformed average energy condition is applicable in this case.
To give an example in the other direction, we construct a stopping time S < 1 a.s., a continuous
local martingale X on [0, 1] with quadratic variation
〈X〉· =
∫ S∧·
0
dr
(1− r)2
such that e
1
2
X· is a submartingale on [0, 1] and the transformed average energy satisfies
E
[∫ 1
0
ζr
(1− r)2 dr
]
= E
[∫ S
0
ζr
(1− r)2 dr
]
=∞,
where ζ is the exponential local martingale ζt = e
Xt−
1
2
〈X〉
t . For this example, Kazamaki’s criterion
implies that ζ is a martingale on the closed interval [0, 1] , while the average energy condition fails to
do so for t = 1.
Suppose W is an {Ft}-adapted Brownian motion, null at zero, on a filtered probability space(
Ω,F , {Ft}t≥0 , P˜
)
and N is an F0−measurable integer-valued random variable, independent of W ,
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with distribution under P given by P (N = n) = 1/(n(n + 1)) for n ∈ N. Introduce a sequence of
stopping times
Tn := inf {t ≥ 0 :Wt = −1 or Wt = n} ,
with the convention that Tn =∞ if this set is empty.
For each n, P˜ (Tn <∞) = 1 and WTn∧· is a zero-mean bounded martingale with P˜ (WTn = −1) =
n/(n + 1) and P˜ (WTn = n) = 1/(n + 1). Furthermore, by Jensen’s inequality, exp
(− 12WTn∧·) is a
positive submartingale which is bounded uniformly in n and t by e1/2. We now let T = TN . The process
e−
1
2
WT∧· is also a bounded submartingale since for all stopping times R < S and for all n
E
P˜
[
e−
1
2
WT∧R ;N = n
]
= E
P˜
[
e−
1
2
WTn∧R ;N = n
]
≤ E
P˜
[
e−
1
2
WTn∧S ;N = n
]
= E
P˜
[
e−
1
2
WT∧S ;N = n
]
.
Now the strictly positive local martingale Z˜· := e
−WT∧·−
1
2
T∧· is bounded and hence is a uniformly in-
tegrable martingale of the form Z˜t = EP˜
[
Z˜T
∣∣∣Ft] . Let P be the probability measure which is equivalent
to P˜ defined by dP =Z˜TdP˜. Define on [0,∞] the process Y :
Yt = WT∧t + T ∧ t for t ∈ [0,∞), and
Y∞ = (WT + T ) 1{T<∞}.
Girsanov’s Theorem tells us that Y is a local martingale under P. Set Zt =
(
Z˜t
)−1
. Then Z· = e
Y·−T∧·
on [0,∞). We need to show that e 12Y· is a submartingale under P. But this follows from the fact that
for any finite stopping times R < S,
EP
[
e
1
2
YR
]
= E
P˜
[
Z˜Re
1
2
YR
]
= E
P˜
[
e−
1
2
WR
]
≤ E
P˜
[
e−
1
2
WS
]
= EP
[
e
1
2
YS
]
,
where we have used the fact that e−
1
2
W· is a submartingale under P˜. So Kazamaki’s criterion allows us
to construct a probability measure P¯ such that, for all stopping times S, dP¯ =ZSdP on FS ∩{S <∞} .
Since ZS = ZS∧T = Z˜
−1
S∧T , and P (T <∞) = P˜ (T <∞) = 1 the measures P¯ and P˜ coincide on FT .
Now the quadratic variation 〈Y 〉· = T ∧ ·, and the integral in the relevant transformed average energy
condition is
EP
[∫ T
0
Zsds
]
= EP [TZT ] = EP˜ [T ]
= E
P˜
[
W 2T
]
= P˜ (WT = −1) + EP˜
[
W 2T ;WT ≥ 1
]
= P˜ (WT = −1) +
∞∑
n=1
n
(n+ 1)
2
= ∞.
We now turn to the construction of X and ζ. Let σ : [0, 1] → [0,∞] be the time-change σ (t) =
t (1− t)−1 . Let Xt = Yσ(t) and ζt = Zσ(t). Then X, e
1
2
X and ζ inherit, respectively, the local mar-
tingale, the submartingale and the uniformly integrable martingale properties of Y, e
1
2
Y and Z though
with respect to the filtration
{Fσ(t)}0≤t<1 . Set S = T (1 + T )−1 ; that is, σ (S) = T. then the quadratic
variation
〈X〉t = T ∧ σ (t) =
S ∧ t
1− S ∧ t =
∫ S∧t
0
dr
(1− r)2 .
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Furthermore
EP
[∫ S
0
ζr
(1− r)2 dr
]
= EP
[∫ T
0
Zsds
]
=∞.
This completes the justification of the properties of the example.
Remark 8 We record four observations:
1. The proof does not require the a priori assumption that E
[∫ t
0 |Hs|2 ds
]
< ∞. However observe
that
E
[∫ t
0
Zs |Hs|2 ds
]
= E
[∫ t
0
E [Zt|Fs] |Hs|2 ds
]
= E
[
Zt
∫ t
0
|Hs|2 ds
]
.
2. If the Brownian motion W is independent of H then using the sequence of stopping times
(τn)
∞
n=1 , 0 ≤ τn ≤ τn+1 by
τn = inf {t ≥ 0 : |Ht| ≥ n} ,
we get that
E [Zt∧τn |H ] = E
[
exp
(∫ t∧τn
0
H⊤s dWs −
1
2
∫ t∧τn
0
|Hs|2 ds
)∣∣∣∣H
]
= exp
(
−1
2
∫ t∧τn
0
|Hs|2 ds
)
E
[
exp
(∫ t∧τn
0
H⊤s dWs
)∣∣∣∣H
]
= 1.
In particular, the stopped process Zτn is a martingale. Moreover
E
[∫ t∧τn
0
Zs |Hs|2 ds
∣∣∣∣H
]
=
∫ t
0
E [Zs∧τn |H ] |Hs∧τn |2 ds =
∫ t∧τn
0
|Hs|2 ds.
Hence, by an application of the monotone convergence theorem
E
[∫ t
0
Zs |Hs|2 ds
]
= E
[∫ t
0
|Hs|2 ds
]
.
By the same argument one can prove directly that Z is a martingale under the weaker condition
(8). This result is contained in Lemma 11.3.1 of [13].
3. Assume that E [At] <∞ for all t ≥ 0, then (Z − 1) is a zero-mean martingale and E
[
(Z − 1)∗t
]
<
1+ E [Z∗t ] <∞. Since 〈Z − 1〉t =
∫ t
0
Z2s |Hs|2 ds the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities gives
E
[(∫ t
0
Z2s |Hs|2 ds
)1/2]
<∞
for all t ≥ 0.
4. The finiteness of the transformed average energy does not imply that the average energy itself
is finite. The following example illustrates this. Let W = (Wt)0≤t≤1 be a one-dimensional
(Ft)0≤t≤1 -adapted Brownian motion with W0 = 0, and suppose that F0 carries a uniform [0, 1]
random variable which is independent of W. Then we will prove there exists an (Ft)-optional
process H = (Ht)0≤t≤1 such that the local martingale Z given by
Zt = exp
(∫ t
0
HsdWs − 1
2
∫ t
0
H2sds
)
8
is a martingale on [0, 1] for which
E
[∫ 1
0
ZsH
2
sds
]
<∞ and E
[∫ 1
0
H2sds
]
=∞.
To construct Z we will make use of the Gaussian martingale Bt =
∫ t
0
1
1−sdWs defined on
[0, 1). We notice that (1− t)Bt is a Brownian bridge on [0, 1) and the related process Vt :=
exp
[
Bt − t2(1−t)
]
is just the martingale of densities on (Ft)0≤t<1 that turns W into a Brownian
bridge, cf. [25]. But the property we exploit is the existence of a Brownian motion B¯ on [0,∞)
such that Bt = B¯ σ(t) wherein σ (t) := t (1− t)−1 . Let
Xt =
∫ t
0
Vsds
(1− s)2
be defined on [0, 1] and introduce the sequence of stopping times
Tn = inf
{
t ≥ 0 : Xt = n (1− t)
n (1− t) + t
}
.
Since X· is non-negative and increasing with X0 = 0 and the function t 7→ n(1−t)n(1−t)+t is strictly
decreasing to 0, each Tn is strictly less than one. Furthermore the sequence (Tn)
∞
n=1 increases
to a limit T∞ ≤ 1. We need to prove that P (T∞ = 1) > 0. Using the fact that
lim
n→∞
n (1− t)
n (1− t) + t = 1 for all t < 1,
it follows that P (T∞ = 1) = P (X1 < 1) . However,
X1 =
∫ 1
0
1
(1− t)2 exp
[
Bt − t
2 (1− t)
]
dt
=
∫ ∞
0
exp
(
B¯t − 1
2
s
)
ds
and it is result of Dufresne [8] (see also Yor [40], page 15) that this latter integral is distributed
as twice the inverse of a standard exponential random variable Y . In particular P (X1 < 1) =
P (Y > 2) = e−2, from which it follows that P (T∞ = 1) > 0 and, therefore, E
[
T∞
1−T∞
]
=∞. The
monotone convergence theorem implies that the sequence
m (n) := E
[
Tn
1− Tn
]
↑ ∞ as n→∞.
Let U be the uniform [0, 1] random variable on F0 referred to earlier. We can construct, as a
measurable function of U , an integer random variable N satisfying
E [m (N)] =∞.
If T denotes the stopping time TN then T < 1, but also
E
[
T
1− T
]
= E [m (N)] =∞.
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Finally we take Zt :=Mt∧T on [0, 1] and define H to be the corresponding integrand
Ht =
{
(1− t)−1 on [0, T )
0 on [T, 1]
,
whereupon we have
E
[∫ 1
0
ZsH
2
s ds
]
= E [XT ] = E
[
N (1− T )
N (1− T ) + T
]
< 1, but
E
[∫ 1
0
H2s ds
]
= E
[∫ T
0
1
(1− t)2 dt
]
= E
[
T
1− T
]
=∞
as required.
Remark 9 For any K > 0, it is possible to decompose the local martingale M as
M =M sq,K +Md,K ,
where M sq,K is a locally square-integrable martingale with jumps bounded by a constant K and Md,K
is a purely discontinuous local martingale with locally integrable total variation, with jumps greater
than K, in such a manner that the quadratic variation process
[
M sq,K ,Md,K
]
is identically equal to
0. In what follows we will discard the dependence on the constant K in the notation for M sq,K and
Md,K. The first part of the statement is essentially Proposition I.4.17 in [12] while the second part
follows from Theorem I.4.18 of the same reference, i.e., from the classical decomposition of the local
martingale M sq into its continuous and purely discontinuous parts
M sq =M sq,c +M sq,d.
We have that [
M sq,Md
]
=
[
M sq,c,Md
]
+
[
M sq,d,Md
]
= 0
as
[
M sq,c,Md
]
is null since it is the quadratic variation between a continuous and a purely discontin-
uous martingale and since
[
M sq,d,Md
]
since it is the quadratic variation of two purely discontinuous
martingales with no jumps occurring at the same time.
For the following proposition, we introduce a positive Ft-adapted cadlag semimartingale of the
form
Ut = U0 +
∫ t
0
asds+Mt,
where a is a measurable Ft-adapted process and M is a local Ft-martingale null at zero5. We also
assume that E [U0] <∞ and additionally that the quadratic variation processes
〈
W i,M
〉
i = 1, ...,m
are absolutely continuous. In particular, there exists a measurable m-dimensional Ft-adapted process
N = (N i)mi=1 such that 〈
W i,M
〉
t
=
∫ t
0
N isds, t ≥ 0, i = 1, ...,m.
Moreover we will assume that there exists a positive constant c such that
max
(
|at| , |Nt|2
)
≤ cmax (Ut, Ut−) , t ≥ 0. (12)
5We will use the notation [·, ·] to denote the quadratic variation process of two local martingales. In addition, we will
use the notation 〈·, ·〉 to denote the predictable quadratic variation process of two locally square integrable martingales.
The two processes coincide if one of the martingales is continuous. For further details see, for example, Chapter 4 of
[26].
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Proposition 10 Assume that the Ft-adapted measurable process H = (Hi)di=1 satisfies the inequality
|Ht|2 ≤ cmax (Ut, Ut−) t ≥ 0. (13)
Then the functions t→ E
[
Zt |Ht|2
]
, t→ E
[
|Ht|2
]
are locally bounded. In particular Lemma 4 allows
us to deduce that the process Z is a H1 (P) martingale.
Proof. Let (Tn)n>0 be a localizing sequence of stopping times such that the stopped process
(
M sqTn∧·
)
is a square integrable martingale and the process
(
MdTn∧·
)
is a martingale with integrable total vari-
ation V ar
(
Md
)
Tn∧·
. Now introduce the localizing sequence (Sn)n>0 where
Sn = inf
{
t ≥ 0
∣∣∣∣max
{
Zt,
∫ t
0
|as| ds, Ut−
}
≥ n
}
∧ Tn.
Note that the left continuity of the processes listed in the inner brackets implies that these processes,
when stopped at Sn are bounded by n. Consider now the evolution equation for ZU , that is
ZtUt = U0 +
∫ t
0
Zs
(
as +H
⊤
s Ns
)
ds+
∫ t
0
Zs
(
H⊤s dWs + dM
sq
s + dM
d
s
)
. (14)
It follows that the expected value of ZtUt is controlled by the sum of the expected values of the six
terms on the right hand side of (14). The stochastic integral terms in (14), when stopped at Sn
become genuine martingales. They can be controlled as follows:
E

(∫ t∧Sn
0
ZsUs−H
⊤
s dWs
)2 = E
[∫ t∧Sn
0
Z2sU
2
s− |Hs|2 ds
]
≤ cn4E
[∫ t∧Sn
0
max (Ut, Ut−) ds
]
≤ cn5t.
Here we have used the fact that, for all t ≥ 0, ∫ t
0
P (Us 6= Us−) ds = 0. We also have that
E

(∫ t∧Sn
0
ZsdM
sq
s
)2 = E
[∫ t∧Sn
0
Z2sd 〈M sq〉s
]
≤ n2E [〈M sq〉t∧Sn] <∞
E
[∣∣∣∣∣
∫ t∧Sn
0
ZsdM
d
s
∣∣∣∣∣
]
≤ nE
[
V ar
(
Md
)
Sn∧t
]
<∞.
By taking the expectation of both sides in (14) stopped at t ∧ Sn, we deduce that
E
[
ZtUt1{t≤Sn}
] ≤ E [Zt∧SnUt∧Sn ]
= E [U0] + E
[∫ t∧Sn
0
Zs
(
as +H
⊤
s Ns
)
ds
]
≤ E [U0] + 2cE
[∫ t
0
Zsmax (Us, Us−) 1{s≤Sn}ds
]
≤ E [U0] + 2c
∫ t
0
E
[
ZsUs1{s≤Sn}
]
ds ≤ e2ctE [U0] <∞.
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Note that the last inequality follows from Gronwall’s lemma. Since limn→∞ Sn = ∞, we can then
deduce by the monotone convergence theorem that, for all t > 0,
sup
s∈[0,t]
E [ZsUs] ≤ e2ctE [U0] . (15)
The local boundedness of t→ E
[
Zt |Ht|2
]
follows from (13) and (15). Similarly we show that for all
t > 0,
sup
s∈[0,t]
E [Us] <∞.
by using the above argument with H = 0 for all t ≥ 0 (and therefore Zt = 1). This in turn implies
the local boundedness of the functions t→ E
[
|Ht|2
]
.
3 Two Particular Cases
3.1 The signal is a jump-diffusion process
We continue to assume that the observation process follows (3), and suppose that Xt = (X
i
t)
d
i=1,
for all t ≥ 0, is a cadlag solution of a d-dimensional stochastic differential equation. This is driven
by a triplet (V ,W,L) comprising a p-dimensional Brownian motion V = (V j)pj=1, the m-dimensional
Brownian motion W = (W j)mj=1 driving the observation process Y, and an R
r-valued Le´vy process
L = (Lj)rj=1 with no centred Gaussian component and with Le´vy measure F such that F ({0}) = 0.
viz.
X it = X
i
0+
∫ t
0
f i(Xs−) ds+
p∑
j=1
∫ t
0
σij(Xs−) dV
j
s +
m∑
k=1
∫ t
0
σ¯ik(Xs−) dW
k
s +
r∑
l=1
∫ t
0
σ˜il(Xs−) dL
l
s,
(16)
for i = 1, . . . , d. We write f = (f i)di=1 : R
d → Rd , σ = (σij)i=1,...,d,j=1,...,p : Rd → Rd×p, σ¯ =
(σ¯ij)i=1,...,d,j=1,...,m : R
d → Rd×m and σ˜ = (σ˜ij)i=1,...,d,j=1,...,r : Rd → Rd×r.
We recall that a function g : E → F between two normed spaces (E, ||·||E) and (F, ||·||F ) has at
most linear growth if there exists K <∞ such that
||g (e)||F ≤ K (1 + ||e||E)
for all e ∈ E. We record the assumptions to be made on the coefficients in the equation (16).
Condition 11 We assume f, σ, σ¯ and σ˜ are Borel and have at most linear growth.
We will use µ to denote the Poisson random measure associated with L, i.e. for every t ≥ 0 and
A ∈ B (Rr \ {0}) the random measure µ (t, ·) defined by
µ (t, A) :=
∑
0≤s≤t
1A (∆Ls) .
We let ν (t, ·) := F (·) t = E [µ (1, ·)] t, where F (·) is the Le´vy measure of L, and denote the compen-
sated measure by µ˜ (t, A) = µ (t, A)− ν (t, A) . L then has a Le´vy-Ito decomposition of the form
Lt = at+
∫
0<|ρ|<1
ρµ˜ (t, dρ) +
∫
|ρ|≥1
ρµ (t, dρ) . (17)
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Condition 12 Let L = (Lt)t≥0 be a Le´vy process with Le´vy measure F.We assume the square inte-
grability condition ∫
|ρ|≥1
ρ2F (dρ) <∞.
Remark 13 Whenever this condition is in force we have that∫
|ρ|≥1
ρF (dρ) <∞ for every t ≥ 0, (18)
and hence the Le´vy-Ito decomposition (17) may be rewritten as
Lt = bt+
∫
Rr\{0}
ρµ˜ (t, dρ) ,
where b := a− ∫
|ρ|≥1
ρF (dρ) .
We continue to assume the dynamics for the observation process described in (3), and we now
assume that (18) holds. We can restate this example in the language of Section 2.1 by noticing that
the process X¯ = (X,Y ) is a solution to a martingale problem, with generator A now given by
Aφ (x¯) = Aφ (x, y)
= Lφ (x, y) +
∫
Rr\{0}
[
φ (x+ σ˜(x)η, y)− φ (x, y)−
d∑
i=1
r∑
l=1
∂φ (x, y)
∂xi
σ˜il(x)ηl
]
F (dη)
where
L =
d∑
i=1
f˜ i(x)
∂
∂xi
+
m∑
k=1
hk(x, y)
∂
∂yk
+
1
2
d∑
i,j=1
(
aij (x) + a¯ij (x)
) ∂2
∂xi∂xj
+
1
2
m∑
k=1
∂2
∂x2k
,
with f˜ i(x) := f i(x) + bi, and a = (aij)i,j=1,...,d : R
d → Rd×d, a¯ = (a¯ij)i,j=1,...,d : Rd → Rd×d are the
matrix-valued function defined respectively as
aij =
1
2
p∑
k=1
σikσjk =
1
2
(
σσ⊤
)ij
and aij =
1
2
m∑
k=1
σikσjk =
1
2
(
σ¯σ¯⊤
)ij
for all i, j = 1, . . . , d.
To ensure the filtering equations described in Section 6 can be applied to this example, we wish to
establish that the functions E
[
Z· |h (X·)|2
]
and E
[
|h (X·)|2
]
are locally bounded.
Corollary 14 Assume the coefficients in (16) satisfy Conditions 11 and that σ¯ is uniformly bounded.
Let Xt = (X
i
t)
d
i=1 denote a d−dimensional jump-diffusion process which solves (16) for all t ≥ 0.
Suppose the driving Le´vy process L has a Le´vy measure F which satisfies F ({0}) = 0 and has no
Gaussian part. Assume Condition 12 and further suppose that X0, V,W and L are independent with
E
[
|X0|2
]
<∞. Let h : Rd → Rm be any Borel measurable function for which there exists K > 0 such
that for all x ∈ Rd
|h (x)| ≤ K (1 + |x|) ,
and let Z = (Zt)t≥0 be the positive local martingale which solves Zt = 1 +
∫ t
0 Zsh (Xs)
T
dWs. Then
E
[
Z· |h (X·)|2
]
and E
[
|h (X·)|2
]
are locally bounded.
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Proof. By exploiting Remark 13 we can rewrite the SDE governing X as
dXt = f˜(Xt−) dt+ σ(Xt−) dVt + σ¯(Xt−) dWt +
∫
Rr\{0}
σ˜(Xt−)ρ µ˜ (dt, dρ) ,
where f˜(x) = f(x) + b (b is as given in Remark 13) is clearly still locally Lipschitz. In order to apply
the local boundedness lemma we need to find a suitable process U and the component processes in its
decomposition. To this end we let
Ut = 1 + |Xt|2 .
and use Itoˆ’s formula to obtain
Ut = 1 + |X0|2 + 2
∫ t
0
XTs−dXs + [X,X ]t ,
where the quadratic variation [X,X ] may be computed as
[X,X ]t =
∫ t
0
tr
[
σ (Xs−)
T σ(Xs−) + σ¯ (Xs−)
T σ¯ (Xs−)
]
ds+
∫ t
0
∫
Rr\{0}
tr
[
σ˜(Xs−)ρρ
T σ˜(Xs−)
T
]
µ (ds, dρ)
=
∫ t
0
tr
[
σ (Xs−)
T
σ(Xs−) + σ¯ (Xs−)
T
σ¯ (Xs−)
]
ds+
∑
0≤s≤t
tr
[
σ˜(Xs−)∆Ls∆L
T
s σ˜(Xs−)
T
]
.
Hence we may write U as
Ut = U0 +
∫ t
0
asds+Mt,
where
U0 = 1 + |X0|2
at = 2X
T
t−f˜(Xt−) + tr
[
σ (Xt−)
T σ(Xt−) + σ¯ (Xt−)
T σ¯ (Xt−)
]
+
∫ t
0
∫
Rr\{0}
tr
[
σ˜(Xs−)ρρ
T σ˜(Xs−)
T
]
F (dρ) ds
and M is the local martingale
Mt =
∫ t
0
2XTs− [σ(Xs−) dVs + σ¯(Xs−) dWs] +
∫ t
0
∫
Rr\{0}
tr
[
σ˜(Xs−)ρρ
T σ˜(Xs−)
T
]
µ˜ (ds, dρ) .
Condition 11 on f˜ , σ, σ¯ and σ˜ ensures the existence of C > 0 such that
at ≤ C (Ut− ∨ Ut) ,
moreover the boundedness of σ¯ gives rise to the estimate∣∣〈W,M〉′t∣∣ = |σ¯(Xt−)Xt−| ≤ K |Xt−| ≤ KU1/2t− .
The result then follows from Proposition 10.
Remark 15 We may adapt this example to the case where X be an {Ft}-adapted Markov process
with values in a finite state space I
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3.2 The change-detection filtering problem.
The following is a simple example with real-world applications which fits within the above framework.
The effect we try to capture is a sudden change in the parameters of the model which describes the
(stochastic) evolution of the observed process. The following illustrates how such an effect might be
incorporated into the framework presented previously.
We assume that Y is the real-valued process with dynamics
Yt =
∫ t
0
(
b0 +B1[T,∞) (s)
)
Ysds+Wt,
where W = {Wt, t ≥ 0} is a standard Brownian motion, b0 a constant and B and T independent
random variables, which are also independent ofW.We also assume that T ≥ 0 and that E
[
eλB
2
]
<∞
for all λ ∈ R. The process Xt =
(
X1t , X
2
t
)
is then defined by
X1t = B and X
2
t = I[T,∞)(t), t ≥ 0,
whereupon the process X¯t =
(
X1t , X
2
t , Yt
)
is adapted to the filtration
{Ft}t≥0 :=
{
σ
(
B, I[T,∞)(s),Ws : s ≤ t
) ∨ N}
t≥0
,
where N is the class of null sets of the completed σ-field F∞ = σ¯ (B, T,Ws, s <∞) . We introduce
the uniquely defined cadlag (B (R)×Ft)−optional processes
(t, b, ω) 7→ Hbt (ω) =
(
b0 + b1[T (ω),∞) (t)
)
Y bt (ω)
(t, b, ω) 7→ Y bt (ω) =
∫ t
0
Hbs (ω) ds+Wt (ω) ,
and set Zbt := exp
[
− ∫ t
0
HbsdWs − 12
∫ t
0
(Hs)
2 ds
]
. Notice that B is F0-measurable, and hence the
continuous process
(
ZBt
)
t≥0
is an {Ft}-adapted exponential local martingale. Again, as in the previous
example, we need to show that the functions E
[
ZB·
(
HB·
)2]
and E
[(
HB·
)2]
are locally bounded. To
do this, fix b ∈ R and take the terms Ut and c in Proposition 10 to be
Ut = U
b
t := 1 +
(
Y bt
)2
and c = c (b) := 4 + (b0 + b)
2
.
Then we may verify that the conditions of Proposition 10 are satisfied. It is immediate from its proof
that the conclusion of Proposition 10 can be strengthened to give the estimate
max
{
E
[
Zbt
(
Hbt
)2]
,E
[(
Hbt
)2]} ≤ ec(b)tE [U b0] = ec(b)t.
Consequently
E
[
ZBt
(
HBt
)2]
= E
[
E
[
Zbt
(
Hbt
)2]∣∣∣
b=B
]
≤ E
[
ec(B)t
]
and similarly
E
[(
HBt
)2] ≤ E [ec(B)t] .
These inequalities, together with the moment condition on B, give the required result.
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4 The Change of Probability Measure Method
We now have all the ingredients required for introducing a probability measure with respect to which
the process Y becomes a Brownian motion. We return to the set-up of Section 2. Define Z = (Zt)t≥0
to be the exponential local martingale
Zt = exp
(
−
∫ t
0
h
(
X¯s
)⊤
dWs − 1
2
∫ t
0
∣∣h (X¯s)∣∣2 ds) .
The change of probability measure method consists in modifying the probability measure on Ω by
means of Girsanov’s theorem. As we require Z to be a martingale in order to construct the change of
measure, Lemma 4 suggests the following as a suitable condition to impose upon h,
E
[∫ t
0
Zs
∥∥h(X¯s)∥∥2 ds] <∞, ∀t > 0. (19)
Let us assume that (19) holds. Then, by Lemma 4, Z is a true martingale. Let P˜ be the probability
measure defined on the field
⋃
0≤t<∞Ft that is specified by its Radon–Nikodym derivative Zt on each
Ft with respect to the corresponding trace of P; that is, for each t ≥ 0:
dP˜
dP
∣∣∣∣∣
Ft
= Zt.
P˜ restricted to each Ft is equivalent to P since Zt is a positive random variable6.
Let Z˜ = {Z˜t, t ≥ 0} be the process defined as Z˜t = Z−1t for t ≥ 0. Under P˜, Z˜t satisfies the
following stochastic differential equation,
dZ˜t =
m∑
i=1
Z˜th
i(Xt) dY
i
t (20)
and since Z˜0 = 1,
Z˜t = exp
(
m∑
i=1
∫ t
0
hi(Xs) dY
i
s −
1
2
m∑
i=1
∫ t
0
hi(Xs)
2 ds
)
, (21)
then E˜[Z˜t] = E[Z˜tZt] = 1. So Z˜ is an Ft-adapted martingale under P˜ and
dP
dP˜
∣∣∣∣
Ft
= Z˜t for t ≥ 0.
P and P˜ are therefore equivalent on each Ft for t ≥ 0.
Proposition 16 If condition (19) is satisfied, then under P˜ the observation process Y is a Brow-
nian motion. Let ϕ ∈ D(A) have bounded derivatives in the y-direction, and let M˜ϕ denote the
semimartingale
M˜ϕt :=M
ϕ
t +
∫ t
0
m∑
i=1
(
hiBiϕ+
∂ϕ
∂yi
)(
X¯t
)
ds.
Then the stochastic integral
∫ ·
0 Z˜sdM˜
ϕ
s is a zero-mean martingale under P˜.
6Note that we have not defined P˜ on F∞, where F∞ =
∨∞
t=0 Ft = σ
(⋃
0≤t<∞ Ft
)
.
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Proof. Lemma 4, together with condition 19, ensures that Z is a martingale (under P) and that P˜
is a probability measure on each Ft.That Y becomes a Brownian motion under P˜ is an immediate
consequence of Girsanov’s theorem. For brevity, let β denote the process defined by
βt :=
m∑
i=1
(
hiBiϕ+
∂ϕ
∂yi
)(
X¯t
)
;
then M˜ϕt can be expressed as M
ϕ
t +
∫ t
0
βsds. It also follows from (4) and the definition of Z˜ that〈
Mϕ, Z˜
〉
t
=
∫ t
0 Z˜sβsds. But by Itoˆ’s integration-by-parts formula
Z˜tM
ϕ
t =
∫ t
0
Mϕs dZ˜s +
∫ t
0
Z˜sdM
ϕ
s +
〈
Mϕ, Z˜
〉
t
=
∫ t
0
Mϕs dZ˜s +
∫ t
0
Z˜s (dM
ϕ
s + βsds)
=
∫ t
0
Mϕs dZ˜s +
∫ t
0
Z˜sdM˜
ϕ
s . (22)
However Mϕ being a martingale under P˜ implies that Z˜Mϕ is a martingale under P˜, and the first
integral on the right-hand side is a martingale under P˜ because Mϕ is bounded on finite intervals and
Z˜ itself is a martingale. The conclusion of the proposition follows.
Remark 17 Since P and P˜ are absolutely continuous with respect to each other, they have the same
class of null sets N and therefore the (augmented) observation filtration is the same both under P and
P˜. Since Y is a Brownian motion under P˜ it follows that the filtration {Yt, t ≥ 0} is right-continuous
both under P and P˜. To put it differently, {Yt, t ≥ 0} satisfies the usual conditions both under P and
under P˜.
The following proposition is a consequence of the Brownian motion property of the process Y
under P˜.
Proposition 18 Let U be an integrable Ft-measurable random variable. Then we have
E˜[U | Yt] = E˜[U | Y]. (23)
Proof. Let us denote by
Y ′t = σ(Yt+u − Yt; u ≥ 0);
then Y = σ(Yt,Y ′t). Under the probability measure P˜ the σ-algebra Y ′t ⊂ Y is independent of Ft
because Y is an Ft-adapted Brownian motion. Hence since U is Ft-adapted using the property (f) of
conditional expectation
E˜[U | Yt] = E˜[U | σ(Yt,Y ′t)] = E˜[U | Y].
5 Unnormalised Conditional Distribution
In this section we first prove the Kallianpur–Striebel formula and use this to define the unnormalized
conditional distribution process. The notation P˜(P)-a.s. below means that the result holds both P˜-a.s.
and P-a.s. We only need to show that it holds true in the first sense since P˜ and P are equivalent
probability measures.
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Proposition 19 (Kallianpur–Striebel) Assume that condition (19) holds. For every ϕ ∈bB(S),
for fixed t ∈ [0,∞),
pit(ϕ) =
E˜[Z˜tϕ(Xt) | Y]
E˜[Z˜t | Y]
P˜(P)-a.s. (24)
Proof. It is clear from the definition that Z˜t > 0 P˜(P)-a.s. as a consequence of which E˜[Z˜t | Y] > 0
P-a.s. and the right-hand side of (24) is well defined. It suffices to show that
pit(ϕ)E˜[Z˜t | Yt] = E˜[Z˜tϕ(Xt) | Yt] P˜-a.s.
As both the left- and right-hand sides of this equation are Yt-measurable, this is equivalent to showing
that for any bounded Yt-measurable random variable b,
E˜[pit(ϕ)E˜[Z˜t | Yt]b] = E˜[E˜[Z˜tϕ(Xt) | Yt]b].
A consequence of the definition of the process pit is that pitϕ = E[ϕ(Xt) | Yt] P˜-a.s., so from the
definition of Kolmogorov conditional expectation
E [pit(ϕ)b] = E [ϕ(Xt)b] .
Writing this under the measure P˜,
E˜
[
pit(ϕ)bZ˜t
]
= E˜
[
ϕ(Xt)bZ˜t
]
.
Since the function b is Yt-measurable, by the tower property of the conditional expectation,
E˜
[
pit(ϕ)E˜[Z˜t | Yt]b
]
= E˜
[
E˜[ϕ(Xt)Z˜t | Yt]b
]
which proves that the result holds P˜-a.s.
Let ζ = {ζt, t ≥ 0} be the process defined by
ζt = E˜[Z˜t | Yt], (25)
then as Z˜t is an Ft-martingale under P˜ and Ys ⊆ Fs, it follows that for 0 ≤ s < t,
E˜[ζt | Ys] = E˜[Z˜t|Ys] = E˜
[
E˜[Z˜t | Fs] | Ys
]
= E˜[Z˜s | Ys] = ζs.
Therefore by Doob’s regularization theorem (see Rogers and Williams, [26, Theorem II.67.7]) since
the filtration Yt satisfies the usual conditions we can choose a ca`dla`g version of ζt which is a Yt-
martingale. In what follows, assume that {ζt, t ≥ 0} has been chosen to be such a version. Given such
a ζ, Proposition 19 suggests the following definition.
Definition 20 Define the unnormalised conditional distribution of X to be the measure-valued process
ρ = {ρt, t ≥ 0} given by ρt = ζtpit for any t ≥ 0.
Lemma 21 The process {ρt, t ≥ 0} is ca`dla`g and Yt-adapted. Furthermore, for any t ≥ 0,
ρt(ϕ) = E˜
[
Z˜tϕ(Xt) | Yt
]
P˜(P)-a.s. (26)
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Proof. Both pit(ϕ) and ζt are Yt-adapted. By construction {ζt, t ≥ 0} is also ca`dla`g. We know that
{pit, t ≥ 0} is ca`dla`g and Yt-adapted; therefore the process {ρt, t ≥ 0} is also ca`dla`g and Yt-adapted.
For the second part, from Proposition 18 and Proposition 19 it follows that
pit(ϕ)E˜[Z˜t | Yt] = E˜[Z˜tϕ(Xt) | Yt] P˜-a.s.,
From (25), E˜[Z˜t | Yt] = ζt a.s. from which the result follows.
Corollary 22 Assume that condition (19) holds. For every ϕ ∈ B(S),
pit(ϕ) =
ρt(ϕ)
ρt(1)
∀t ∈ [0,∞) P˜(P)-a.s. (27)
Proof. It is clear from Definition 20 that ζt = ρt(1). The result then follows immediately.
The Kallianpur–Striebel formula explains the usage of the term unnormalised in the definition of
ρt as the denominator ρt(1) can be viewed as the normalising factor.
Lemma 23 i. Let {ut, t ≥ 0} be an Ft-progressively measurable process such that for all t ≥ 0, we
have
E˜
[(∫ t
0
u2s ds
)1/2]
<∞; (28)
then, for all t ≥ 0, and j = 1, . . . ,m, we have
E˜
[∫ t
0
us dY
j
s
∣∣∣∣ Y
]
=
∫ t
0
E˜[us | Y] dY js . (29)
ii. Let M˜ϕ be as defined in Proposition 16. Then for all t ≥ 0
E˜
[∫ t
0
Z˜s dM˜
ϕ
s
∣∣∣∣ Y
]
=
m∑
j=1
∫ t
0
E˜
[(
Bjϕ+
∂ϕ
∂yj
)(
X¯s
)
Z˜s
∣∣∣∣ Y
]
dY js , (30)
Proof.
i. To deduce the results we introduce the set of uniformly bounded test random variables
St =
{
εt = exp
(
i
∫ t
0
r⊤s dYs +
1
2
∫ t
0
‖rs‖2 ds
)
: r ∈ L∞ ([0, t],Rm)
}
. (31)
Then St is a total set. That is, if a ∈ L1(Ω,Yt, P˜) and E˜[aεt] = 0, for all εt ∈ St, then a = 0
P˜-a.s. For a proof of this result see, for example, Lemma B.39 page 355 in Bain and Crisan [2].
In addition, if εt ∈ St , then
εt = 1 +
∫ t
0
iεsr
⊤
s dYs.
From condition (28) it follows, by Burkholder-Davis-Gundy’s inequalities that both processes
t → ∫ t
0
us dY
j
s and t →
∫ t
0
E˜ [us | Y] dY js belong to H1(P˜). In particular they are zero-mean
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martingales. We observe the following sequence of identities
E˜
[
εtE˜
[∫ t
0
us dY
j
s
∣∣∣∣ Y
]]
= E˜
[
εt
∫ t
0
us dY
j
s
]
= E˜
[∫ t
0
us dY
j
s
]
+ E˜
[∫ t
0
iεsr
j
sus ds
]
= E˜
[
E˜
[∫ t
0
iεsr
j
sus ds
∣∣∣∣ Y
]]
= E˜
[∫ t
0
iεsr
j
s E˜[us | Y] ds
]
= E˜
[
εt
∫ t
0
E˜[us | Y] dY js
]
,
which completes the proof of (29).
ii. From Proposition 16 we know that
∫ ·
0 Z˜s dM˜
ϕ
s is a zero-mean martingale under P˜. It is therefore
integrable and its conditional expectation is well defined. Notice that
〈
M˜ϕ, Y j
〉
t
=
〈
Mϕ,W j
〉
t
=
∫ t
0
(
Bjϕ+
∂ϕ
∂yj
)(
X¯s
)
ds
The rest of the proof of (30) is similar to that of (29). Once again we choose εt from the set St
and in this case we obtain the following sequence of identities.
E˜
[
εtE˜
[∫ t
0
Z˜s dM˜
ϕ
s
∣∣∣∣ Y
]]
= E˜
[
εt
∫ t
0
Z˜s dM˜
ϕ
s
]
= E˜
[∫ t
0
Z˜s dM˜
ϕ
s
]
+
m∑
j=1
E˜
〈∫ ·
0
iεsr
j
s dY
j
s ,
∫ ·
0
Z˜s dM˜
ϕ
s
〉
t
= E˜
[∫ t
0
Z˜s dM˜
ϕ
s
]
+
m∑
j=1
E˜
∫ t
0
iεsr
j
sZ˜s d
〈
M˜ϕ, Y j
〉
s
=
m∑
j=1
E˜
∫ t
0
iεsr
j
sZ˜s
(
Bjϕ+
∂ϕ
∂yj
)(
X¯s
)
ds
=
m∑
j=1
E˜
[
εt
∫ t
0
E˜
[(
Bjϕ+
∂ϕ
∂yj
)(
X¯s
)
Z˜s
∣∣∣∣ Y
]
dY js
]
.
As the identities hold for an arbitrary choice of εt ∈ St, the proof of (30) is complete
6 The Filtering Equations
To simplify the analysis, we will impose onto Z˜ a similar condition to (19). More precisely, we will
assume that,
E˜
[∫ t
0
Z˜s
∥∥h(X¯s)∥∥2 ds] <∞, ∀t > 0. (32)
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Reverting back to P, condition (32) is equivalent to
E
[∫ t
0
∥∥h(X¯s)∥∥2 ds] <∞, ∀t > 0. (33)
From Corollary 5, it follows that Z˜ is an H1(P˜)-martingale. Then
(
Z˜· − 1
)
is a zero-mean martingale
and E
[(
Z˜· − 1
)∗
t
]
< 1+ E
[
Z˜∗t
]
< ∞. Since
〈
Z˜· − 1
〉
t
=
∫ t
0
Z˜2s
∣∣h(X¯s)∣∣2 ds the Burkholder-Davis-
Gundy inequalities give
E
[(∫ t
0
Z˜2s
∣∣h(X¯s)∣∣2 ds)1/2
]
<∞ (34)
for all t ≥ 0 and hence, for any ϕ ∈bB(S× Rm), the processes
t →
∫ t
0
ϕ(X¯t)Z˜th(X¯s)
⊤dYs
t →
∫ t
0
E˜[ϕ(X¯t)Z˜th(X¯s)
⊤ | Yt] dYs
are zero-mean H1(P˜) martingales. In the following, for any function ϕ ∈ bB(S× Rm) such that ϕ ∈
D(A) and that has bounded partial derivatives in the y direction we will denote by Diϕ, j = 1, . . . ,m
the functions
Djϕ = h
j
(
ϕ+Bjϕ+
∂ϕ
∂yj
)
j = 1, . . . ,m.
Theorem 24 If conditions (19) and (32) are satisfied then,
E˜[Z˜tϕ(X¯t) | Y] = pi0(ϕ) +
∫ t
0
E˜[Z˜sAϕ(X¯s) | Y] ds+
m∑
j=1
E˜[Z˜sDjϕ(X¯s) | Y]dY js (35)
for any ϕ ∈ bB(S× Rm) be a function such that ϕ, ϕ2 ∈ D(A) and that has bounded partial derivatives
in the y direction. In particular the process ρt satisfies the following evolution equation
ρt(ϕ) = ρ0(ϕ) +
∫ t
0
ρs (Aϕ) ds+
∫ t
0
ρs((h
⊤ +B⊤)ϕ) dYs, P˜-a.s. ∀t ≥ 0 (36)
for any function ϕ ∈bB(S) be a function such that ϕ ∈ D(A).
Proof. Using Itoˆ’s formula and integration-by-parts, we find
d
(
Z˜tϕ(X¯t)
)
= Z˜tAϕ(X¯t) dt+ Z˜tdM
ϕ
t + ϕ(X¯t)Z˜th
⊤(X¯t) dYt +
m∑
j=1
Z˜th
i(X¯t)
〈
Mϕ, Y i
〉
t
= Z˜t

Aϕ(X¯t) + m∑
j=1
hi(X¯t)
(
Biϕ
(
X¯t
)
+
∂ϕ
∂yi
(
X¯t
)) dt+ Z˜tdMϕt
+ϕ(X¯t)Z˜th
⊤(X¯t) dYt (37)
= Z˜tAϕ(X¯t)dt+ Z˜tdM˜
ϕ
t + ϕ(X¯t)Z˜th
⊤(X¯t) dYt.
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We next take the conditional expectation with respect to Y and obtain
E˜[Z˜tϕ(X¯t) | Y] = E˜[Z˜0ϕ(X¯t) | Y] +
∫ t
0
E˜[Z˜tAϕ(X¯t) | Y] ds
+E˜
[∫ t
0
Z˜sdM˜
ϕ
s | Y
]
+ E˜
[∫ t
0
ϕ(X¯s)Z˜sh
⊤(X¯s) dYs | Y
]
, (38)
where we have used Fubini’s theorem (the conditional version) to get the second term on the right
hand side of (38). Observe that, since Z˜ is an H1(P˜)-martingale, we have
E˜
[(∫ t
0
Z˜2s ds
)1/2]
≤ √tE˜
[
Z˜∗s
]
<∞.
Also from (34) we get that
E˜
[(∫ t
0
(
ϕ(X¯s)Z˜sh
j(X¯s)
)2
ds
)1/2]
≤ ||ϕ||E
[(∫ t
0
Z˜2s
∣∣h(X¯s)∣∣2 ds)1/2
]
<∞.
In other words condition (28) is satisfied for u = ϕZ˜hj. The identity (35) then follows from (38) by
applying (29) and (30). Identity (36) follows immediately after observing that the terms containing
the partial derivatives in the y direction ∂ϕ∂yi are zero since the function no longer depends on y.
Theorem 25 If conditions (19) and (32) are satisfied then the conditional distribution of the signal
pit satisfies the following evolution equation
pit(ϕ) = pi0(ϕ) +
∫ t
0
pis(Aϕ) ds
+
∫ t
0
(
pis(ϕh
⊤)− pis(h⊤)pis(ϕ) + pit(B⊤ϕ)
)
(dYs − pis(h) ds), (39)
for any ϕ ∈ D(A).
Proof. Since A1 =0, it follows from (1) that M1 ≡ 0, which together with (4) implies that∫ t
0
Bi1
(
X¯s
)
ds = 0,
for any t ≥ 0 and i = 1, ...,m, so
m∑
j=1
∫ t
0
ρs
(
hjBj1
)
ds = 0.
Hence, from (36), one obtains that ρt(1) satisfies the following equation
ρt(1) = 1 +
∫ t
0
ρs(h
⊤) dYs.
Let (Un)n>0 be the sequence of stopping times
Un = inf
{
t ≥ 0
∣∣∣∣ρt(1) ≤ 1n
}
.
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Then
ρUnt (1) = ρt∧Un(1) = 1 +
∫ t∧Un
0
ρs(h
⊤) dYs,
We apply Itoˆ’s formula to the stopped process t→ ρt∧Un(1) and the function x 7→ 1x to obtain that
1
ρUnt (1)
= 1−
∫ t∧Un
0
ρs(h
⊤)
ρs(1)
2
dYs +
∫ t∧Un
0
ρs(h
⊤)ρs(h)
ρs(1)
3
ds (40)
By using (stochastic) integration by parts, (40), the equation for ρt(ϕ) and the Kallianpur–Striebel
formula, we obtain
ρUnt (ϕ)
ρUnt (1)
= pi0 (ϕ) +
∫ t∧Un
0
pis (Aϕ) ds+
∫ t∧Un
0
pis((h
⊤ +B⊤)ϕ) dYs −
∫ t∧Un
0
pis(ϕ)pis(h
⊤)dYs
+
∫ t∧Un
0
pis(ϕ)pis(h
⊤)pis(h) ds−
∫ t∧Un
0
pis((h
⊤ +B⊤)ϕ)pis(h)ds
As limn→∞ Un =∞ almost surely, we obtain the result by taking the limit as n tends to infinity.
Remark 26 The jump-diffusion example and the change detection model discussed in Section 3 both
satisfy conditions (19) and (33). Therefore the two previous theorems can be applied to these two
cases.
Acknowledgments. The authors are grateful to J. Ruf for setting us straight on the provenance
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